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Abstract

Employing mobile sensor data to recognize user behav-
ioral activities has been well studied in recent years. How-
ever, exploiting mobile motion data as a novel biometric
modality remains a new area. In this paper, we propose two
novel methods, a Statistic Method to intuitively apply clas-
sifier on the statistic features of the data; and a Trajectory
Reconstruction Method to reconstruct the Mobile Device
Picking-up(MDP) motion trajectories and extract specific
identity features from the traces. We evaluated our meth-
ods on a multi-session motion dataset. A Equal Error Rate
of 6.13% and 7.09% has been respectively achieved by the
Statistic Method and the Trajectory Reconstruction Method,
which demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed methods.
Furthermore, experimental results showed several interest-
ing evidences: 1) the accuracy of the methods declined in
the inter-session tests; and 2) user movements(e.g., walk-
ing) have a high impact on the verification performance.

1. Introduction

Reported by the market database and forecast [2], the
Smartphone sales to end user are expected to reach 1,048
million units by 2015. The growth in popularity of smart-
phone devices have opened doors for newer and enhanced
capabilities in high power mobile computing. However, one
flaw in this trend is with regard to the fact that smartphones
are more prone to unauthorized access(due to theft for ex-
ample) than desktop computers. Meanwhile, with the wide
implementation of motion sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gy-
roscope and magnetometer on the mobile devices) the ges-
ture or movement detected by the aforementioned motion
sensors have been employed for motion recognition [10],
[16], and furthermore, can be used as a modality for user
identification or verification.

The useful gestures are performed when users interact
with the phone via holding the mobile devices in hand, mov-
ing the arm or/and changing hand pose. Though users can
create numerous gestures, the number of frequent gestures
is limited due to the limited usage of the mobile devices.
These common gestures generated during the human-device
interaction are shared by most of the users, which provides
us an opportunity to compare their motion patterns and con-
duct non-intrusive biometric authentication. For example,
one of the major usage of the mobile phone is answering
the call, for this purpose users perform a gesture of picking

up their phone, which is referred as Mobile Device Picking-
up(MDP) motion. Meanwhile, although Bluetooth headsets
may avoid the MDP motion when answering a phone call,
estimated by [1], in 2015, there is still only a 45 million
market for the Bluetooth headsets for all purpose of usage.
Comparing it to the market of smartphone, it is easy to un-
derstand most people(at least 95.8%) performs MDP mo-
tion when answers phone call.

In this paper, we investigate the MDP motion based
implicit mobile authentication via two methods, a Statis-
tic Method (SM), and a Trajectory Reconstruction Method
(TRM). For the SM, it first smooth the sensor data by a
low pass filter, then extract temporal and numerical features
and apply verification algorithms on the features after nor-
malization and segmentation. While for the TRM, it adopts
Kalman filter and rotation matrix to reconstructs the MDP
motion trajectories by utilizing the data from multiple sen-
sors, and verifies the users’ identity by score metrics calcu-
lated by Discrete Frèchet Distance. We tested the proposed
methods on two sets of MDP motions, one stationary MDP
motion(the user performs MDP motion sitting or standing
stationary), and one moving MDP motion(the user performs
MDP motion when walking).

Our main contributions are: (1) proposed two verifi-
cation methods, Statistic Method and Trajectory Recon-
struction Method, to extract specific features and verify
user’s identity; (2) collected a multi-session MDP motion
database; and (3) provided evidence that verification perfor-
mance can be affected by the user body movements, such as
walking.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. First, we dis-
cuss the related work in section 2. In section 3, we demon-
strated the evidence of unique biometric qualities of MDP
Motion. The two verification methods, Statistic Method and
Trajectory Reconstruction Method, are depicted in section
4. Section 5 presents the experimental results. In section 6,
we conclude our study.

2. Related Work

Although physiological biometrics (i.e., retinal patterns
[9], fingerprint [13], facial features [17]) could provide sta-
ble and accurate verification rate for the their trait of static,
behavioral biometrics [15] have advantage over traditional
biometric technologies due to their non-obtrusive.

Prior research on mobile motion is focusing on two as-



pects, activity recognition and mobile motion based user
authentication. Some existing works have explored user
activity inference methods with accelerometer sensors [5],
[11], [4]. In [12], Lu et. al., proposed a continuous sensing
engine for activity recognition on mobile platform, which
can robustly detect five common physical activities, station-
ary, walking, cycling, running, and in a vehicle (i.e., car,
bus). Yang et. al., [16] also researched on activity recogni-
tion by exploiting the accelerometer data. For mobile mo-
tion based user authentication, [7] demonstrated an identity
verification method using gait data. In [18], authors mod-
eled gesture patterns through a continuous n-gram language
model using a set of features constructed from mobile sen-
sors, where picking-up a mobile device from table is con-
sidered as a task in the context sequence. Different from the
aforementioned existing works, to our best understanding,
we first consider the process of MDP motion as a biometric
modality for user authentication.

3. Evidence of Unique Biometric Qualities

When users picking up a mobile device, they typically
grab the phone from a surface or a pocket, raise the arm
and hold the phone near the ear. This process is user spe-
cific since the curvature of the movement trajectory curve in
3D space is affected by the arm length and upper body mor-
phology, the rotation of the phone is affected by the muscles
near the wrist and the speed is affected by the arm muscle
behavior. In such a way, the device motion during a spe-
cific task corresponds to the physiological and behavioral
biometric gleaned from users’ upper body morphology and
muscle movement of the arm. Fig. 1 shows the difference
of four people’s MDP motion.

In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the smoothed accelerome-
ter, gyroscope, and magnetometer data from three different
users. The sensor data varies not only in duration time, but
also in the numerical range along the curves. Consequently,
after normalization and segmentation, we can extract fea-
tures including duration time, mean, variance and standard
deviation. And based on these features, we can perform user
identity management.

Furthermore, in Fig. 3, we show reconstructed trajec-
tories from two users, and explicit distinguishes can been
found from two users’ trajectories. The two trajectories
share the same starting points because when we transfer
the trajectories from local coordinate system to world coor-
dinate system, we initialize the first position as coordinate
origin.

4. Methods

To record a mobile picking up motion movement, we
employ motion sensors such as 3-degree accelerometer, 3-
degree gyroscope and 3-degree magnetometer that are inte-
grated with mobile devices. By employing the 9-degree sen-
sor data, from each mobile picking up motion, we can cap-
ture the 3-axes acceleration, 3-axes ambient geomagnetic
field, the 3-axes angular velocity for the device coordinates
and corresponding time stamp information. In this section,
we show the explicit differences of mobile picking up mo-
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Figure 1. Illustration of the feasibility of distinguishing user’s
identity employing MDP motion, (a), (b), and (c) are MDP traces
from 3 right-handed user, (d) is a trace from a left-handed user, (e)
is a comparison among the 4 users’ traces.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the feasibility of distinguishing 2 user’s
identity using trajectory reconstruction method.

tion among different users caused by arm geometry, mobile
use habit and muscle behaviour. Further, based on the data
collected, we introduce two methods, a statistic method and
a trajectory reconstruction method, to exploit the specific
motion as a novel biometric modality.

4.1. Statistic Method

Different sensor data can reflect different motion fea-
tures. Accelerometer data can be used to depict the mo-
tion speed and direction change, gyroscope data and mag-
netometer data show the rotation movement of wrist and the
lift movement of elbow and arm. Because the characteris-
tics of each person’s motion varies, by extracting and em-
ploying the statistic features from the sensor data, we can
perform user identity management.

4.1.1 Statistic Features

Fig. 4 shows some raw data collected from the 9-degree
sensors. Even the mobile is fully stationary on the table,
obvious jittering noises still exist in the sensor data. We
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Figure 2. Illustration of the feasibility of distinguishing 3 user’s identity using statistic features. Three smoothed 3 users’ data are repre-
sented respectively by red, blue and green curves.
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(a) Accelerometer raw data
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Figure 4. Collected 9-degree raw data from 3 types of mobile sensors when a mobile device is stationary on a table. The acceleration data
of z-axis has already minus a 9.8(the gravity impact)

can reduce the effect of jittering noise by scaling down (x,
y, z) readings by a factor M and rounding, followed by a
smoothing technique using a moving-average filter of span
L, i.e.,

(x′, y′, z′) = mvfilter(round[(x, y, z)/M ], L) (1)

After smoothing the raw data, we segment each motion
trajectory into n segments. For each segment, we extract its
duration time, mean value, variance, and standard deriva-
tion as features for evaluation, and totally 28 ∗ n features(1
time duration feature, and respectively 9 features for the
mean, standard deviation, and variance of the 9-degree sen-
sors data in a segment).

4.1.2 Statistic Based Verification Algorithms

We evaluate the performance of our system using Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [6] algorithm. SVM classifiers are
characterized by a decision surface that can be written as
a hyper-plane in a high dimensional space H. The map-
ping between the input space and H is handled implicitly
by means of a kernel function K, which is a (generally non-
linear) symmetric scalar function of two input vectors. The
decision function can then be written as,

f(~v) =
∑

j

αjyjK(~sj , ~v) + b ≶ 0 (2)

where ~v is the input to be classified. The support vectors
~sj constitute a subset of the training data which is deter-
mined through an optimization process. The optimization
also defines the weight αi; the yj are constant and have a
value +1 for the support vectors of the ’accept’ class, −1
for those of the ’reject’ class. Finally, b is fixed so that
the hyper-plane in H cuts exactly halfway between the clos-
est training examples of the two antagonistic classes. This

choice is optimal provided that the training set is equally
descriptive of both populations. In the case that one class
is poorly represented in the training set, we might want
to compensate for that by shifting the hyper-plane further
away from its support vectors.

4.2. Trajectory Reconstruction Method

As explained by the Section 3, the motion trajectory
varies from person to person for congenital physical and
acquired habits, which could provides effective biometric
features for user verification. To verify a user’s identity by
trajectory based method, two following steps are required:
(i) reconstruct the motion trajectory; and (ii) compute the
distance of different trajectory using different distance func-
tions and perform verification.

4.2.1 Trajectory Reconstruction

Due to Einstein’s principle of equivalence [8], the collected
acceleration data includes both the impact of motion accel-
eration and gravity acceleration. Thus, we have to first use a
low pass filter to isolate the contribution of the force of grav-
ity in 3 axes as in Eq.3. The α is calculated as t/(t + dT ),
where with t, the low-pass filter’s time-constant, and the dT
is the sampling rate. The force of gravity is substracted from
the acceleration as shown in Eq.4 to calculate the linear ac-
celeration.

gravityi = α ∗ gravityi + (1− α) ∗ acci (3)

linacci = acci − gravityi (4)

where acci stands for acceleration raw data on i axis, and
linacci stands for linear acceleration on i axis.

Because all the 9-degree sensor data we collected are in
the device’s local coordinates, it should be transferred into



a canonical world coordinate system for comparison. The
rotation matrix RM is employed and formulated as

RM =

[

Hx Hy Hz

Mx My Mz

Ax Ay Az

]

,
Hi, Mi, and Ai are calculated in Eq.5, where Ai is stand
for the gravity acceleration of i axis, Ei is stand for the ge-
omagnetic field of i axis, and i+1 and i+2 are stand for the
next and next next axis(for example, i+1 of y is z, i+2 of y
is x).

Hi = Ei+1 ∗Ai+2 − Ei+2 ∗Ai+1

invH = 1.0/
√

H2
x +H2

y +H2
z

Hi = Hi ∗ invH

invA = 1.0/
√

A2
x +A2

y +A2
z

Ai = Ai ∗ invA

Mi = Ai+1 ∗Hi+2 −Ai+2 ∗Hi+1 (5)

As long as we have the rotation matrix, we can calcu-
late the acceleration along the world axis(WA) by multiply
the acceleration along mobile axis(MA) with rotation ma-
trix RM :

WA = RM ∗MA (6)

However, as mentioned before, the noise of the hardware
sensors is not trivial and could severely affect the correct-
ness of the trajectory reconstruction. In order to reconstruct
the motion trajectory correctly, the noise of the raw data
should be eliminated. Here we adopt Kalman Filter [14]
to solve the problem. We formulate our system model and
correction equation as Eq.7 and Eq.8.

xt+1 = A ∗ xt +Wt (7)

where xi = [xp, xv, xa, yp, yv, ya, zp, zv, za]
T , p(W ) ∼

N(0, Q) and

A =

[

m 0 0
0 m 0
0 0 m

]

,m =

[

1 T 0.5T 2

0 1 T
0 0 1

]

x̂t+1 = A ∗ xt+1 +Kt ∗ (Mk+1 −H ∗ xt+1) (8)

where

H =

[

n 0 0
0 n 0
0 0 n

]

, n =

[

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

]

(xp, yp, zp) is the location of the mobile device in world
coordinate system, (xv , yv, zv), (xa, ya, za) are the velocity
and acceleration of the mobile movement. A and H are the
process model and measurement model for Kalman filter. T
is the time interval between two continuous samplings, i is
the index of samplings. W is the process noise, white Gaus-
sian noise with diagonal variance Q. x̂t+1 is the corrected
system state, Mk+1 is the measurement of the mobile loca-
tion. Kt is the Kalman gain calculated.

4.2.2 Trajectory Distance Function and Decision Rule

After the trajectories are reconstructed, we can employ the
Discrete Frèchet Distance [3] to calculate the distance be-
tween a pair of polygonal trajectories representing mobile
picking up motion sequences. Let S1 =< p1, p2, ..., pm >
and S2 =< q1, q2, ..., qn > be two polygonal trajectories,
M = (pi, qi) be an order-preserving complete correspon-
dence between S1 and S2, and d(p, q) is a matching cost
between p and q, the following distances are defined as the
following,

δD(S1, S2) = min
M

( max
(pi,qi)∈M

d(p, q)) (9)

For a training set Tt = S1, S2, ..., Sn, which comprises n
trajectories of one user, we rate each trajectory with a train-
ing score SCORES as following,

SCORES(Si) =
∑

j 6=i,tj∈M

δD(Si, Sj) (10)

We select the trajectory Si with the lowest SCORES

as the model of this specific user. When a new trajectory
St inputs, we calculate the similarity score SCORET by
comparing the input trajectory St with the model trajectory
Si,

SCORET (St) = δD(Si, St) (11)

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1. Data Acquisition

To collect user motion data, we developed an Android
program which simultaneously sampled acceleromter, gy-
roscope and magetometer at 25Hz using a standard API of
Android system. When a data collection procedure begins,
a subject is asked to pressing the ”Record” button when
she/he is ready to perform the MDP motion. The appli-
cation will keep recording the raw multi-sensor data from
the API until the button is released when the MDP motion
is terminate. For each MDP motion sample, 3-axes accel-
eration, 3-axes ambient geomagnetic field, 3-axes angular
velocity, and corresponding timestamps are captured.

We recruited 31 subjects for our study, of which 24 were
inclined to perform MDP motion with right hand. Their
ages ranged from 20 to 45 years. Out of these, 20 were
male. The data acquisition contains 3 sessions collected
over several weeks. The entire dataset is 930 samples (31
subjects * 3 sessions * 10 data samples per session). Ses-
sions differ with each other in terms of collecting date or
body movement status. In the first session for each sub-
ject, we explained the purpose of the study and the usage of
our data acquisition program. Then the subject is asked to
practice the experiment procedure for 5 to 10 times to en-
sure data is correct collected and the MDP motion is her/his
natural usage habit. After the subject finished the practice
procedure, she/he performed 10 times MDP motion when
she/he is stationary. To investigate the stability of the bio-
metric modality, after one week, the subjects were asked



Table 1. EER for different MDP motion dataset under different methods and segmentation settings. 5 segments to 20 segments respectively
stands for the result of Statistic Method, while Trajectory stands for the result of Trajectory Reconstruction Method.

% 5 segments 10 segments 15 segments 20 segments Trajectory
MDPdt1 6.38 5.87 6.13 3.67 5.56
MDPdt2 8.67 5.06 5.32 3.93 8.72
MDPdt3 18.67 17.88 18.73 17.93 29.31

MDPdt1& MDPdt2 10.67 10.86 7.13 6.13 7.09
MDPdt1& MDPdt3 20.31 19.67 19.13 22.31 24.69

MDPdt1& MDPdt2& MDPdt3 20.67 17.32 19.32 18.96 24.34
Mean 14.23 12.78 12.62 12.08 16.62

to perform the same MDP motion for 10 times as the sec-
ond session. The third session is similar to the previous
sessions, however, it differs from previous sessions by re-
questing subjects to perform MDP motion when she/he was
walking. There is no limitation on which side of hand the
subjects hold the mobile or the holding pattern the subjects
use, so that the subjects can perform MDP motions in their
natural way. We name the dataset collected in session 1
to session 3 respectively as MDPdt1 to MDPdt3. In our
study, the MDPdt1 is mainly utilized for the feature evalu-
ation and authentication system design. The MDPdt2 and
MDPdt3 are mainly utilized in the research on investigating
if the performance of our proposed methods is time constant
and stable to different user body movement status. We em-
ploy the Equal Error Rate (EER), which can balance False
Acceptance Rate(FAR) and False Rejection Rate(FRR), to
evaluate the MDP motion based verification.

5.2. Experimental Result

Table 1 depicts the EER of authentication when differ-
ent methods and segmentation settings are applied on differ-
ent MDP motion dataset. For intra-session result using SM,
verification performance of MDPdt1 and MDPdt2 demon-
strated competitive results with EER respectively of 3.67%
and 3.93%, while the performance of MDPdt3, with a EER
of 16.88%. The result of MDPdt1 and MDPdt2 are ac-
ceptable, however the result of MDPdt3 is not encouraging.
Such situation could be caused by the extra body move-
ment in MDPdt3. To test the real world performance of
our methods, in MDPdt3, we did not limit the walking pat-
tern of the subjects, which means uniform motion, variable
motion, and changing directions are all acceptable. Due to
Einstein’s principle of equivalence, the accelerometer can-
not separate the MDP motion acceleration with the body
movement. The accelerometer data is not only useless for
verification but also would cause negative impact on the au-
thentication for its noisy and incorrect features. This may
also explains why the performance of MDPdt3, unlike the
result of MDPdt1 and MDPdt2, would not increase as the
number of segmentation grows: detailed segmentation fea-
tures do no provide extra useful features but noise.

Because the TRM is based on the Discrete Frèchet Dis-
tance of reconstructed traces, the noise of acceleration
caused even severe impact on this method (the EER of
MDPdt3 increased to almost 30%). Meanwhile, the per-
formance of TRM is equally good but a slightly declined
comparing to SM in the intra-session result of MDPdt1 and
MDPdt2. The declination may be caused by the Integrated
Error and Calculation Error when reconstructing the trajec-
tory. Integrated Error mainly comes from two sources, (1)

integration time, and the (2) hardware drift. For the inte-
gration time, the longer it is, the higher the error is. In our
case, the integration time is fixed and it is determined by the
sampling rate(1s/25Hz = 40ms). For the hardware drift,
even we employed Kalman filter to remove the drift and
noise, there might still remains minor noises. And the mi-
nor noises of acceleration and velocity are amplified by the
integration process. Calculation Error comes from the com-
plex matrix and trigonometric calculations explained by the
Section 4.2.1. All the aforementioned errors might lead to
trajectory distortion and hence reduce the accuracy the pro-
posed method.

From the inter-session result employing SM, we can see
a slightly decline on EER in the combination of mixed MD-
Pdt1& MDPdt2 comparing to the intra-session result of sep-
arate MDPdt1 and MDPdt2. Behavioral inertia may con-
tribute to this phenomenon. In an intra-session data collec-
tion (e.g., MDPdt1 or MDPdt2), the subjects is inclined to
repeat her/his first MDP motion, which would lead a ver-
ification performance enhancement. While for the inter-
session of MDPdt1& MDPdt2, because a week has passed,
the usage habit and upper body morphology will play a
more important role than the behavioral inertia. The pos-
itive verification performance of 6.13% EER demonstrates
the proposed method is time constant. The verification per-
formance on the mixed dataset of MDPdt1& MDPdt3 and
MDPdt1& MDPdt2& MDPdt3 still have the same accelera-
tion noise problem with intra-session result. Since the accu-
racy enhancement effect of behavioral inertia does not ex-
ist in the inter-session experiment, the performance is even
worse than the intra-session result with MDPdt3.

Similar results can also be found in the TRM in column
6, Table 1. The EER of mixed dataset of MDPdt1& MD-
Pdt3 and MDPdt1& MDPdt2& MDPdt3 are 24.69% and
24.34%. As explained, the reconstructed trajectory of sta-
tionary status and walking status varies for the accelera-
tion impact, verification employing trajectory reconstruc-
tion method is not feasible since the EER is already as high
as 24%.

To prove the performance reduction of dataset related
to MDPdt3 is caused by the acceleration and to solve the
moving status verification problem, we conduct experiment
without accelerometer data and the result is shown in Ta-
ble 2. The result in Table 2 are based on the 6-degree sen-
sor data, including 3-axes ambient geomagnetic field, the
3-axes angular velocity. We can clearly observe from the
result, although the accelerometer data is removed, the per-
formance result increased rather than declined. Comparing
to the stationary session result, the performance in the mov-
ing status session is not so good but still acceptable, which



Table 2. EER for different MDP motion dataset without ac-
celerometer data under and different segmentation settings.

% MDPdt1& MDPdt3 MDPdt1& MDPdt2& MDPdt3
5 segments 13.24 12.35

10 segments 13.67 13.67
15 segments 11.35 9.36
20 segments 10.27 9.62

Mean 12.13 11.25

compliment the demerit of the TRM.

6. Conclusion

This paper investigates the feasibility of a new behav-
ioral biometric modality based on MDP motion. We pro-
pose two novel methods, a Statistic Method to intuitively
apply classification algorithms on the smoothing sensor
data; and a Trajectory Reconstruction Method to reconstruct
the MDP motion trajectories utilizing Kalman filter and ex-
tract specific identity features from the reconstructed traces.
We evaluate our proposed methods on a multi-session MDP
motion dataset from 31 subjects. From the results, we found
that the accuracy of the methods is declined in inter-session
tests. Furthermore, user movements(e.g. walking) highly
impacted the accelerometer data, and further decreased the
inter-session results. To solve this, we have to emphasize
gyroscope and magnetometer data in case extra motion is
detected. Last, experimental results of MDP motion based
verification are encouraging and point to the possibility of
MDP motion based biometric systems in real world appli-
cations.
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